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+1 to what you say mostly, as Herman is not the one who can do anything good for os4 today. Almost
everything interesting which come today for os4 or from 3d party devs, or from aeon.
But then, the only real and good replacement of OS4 stuff from aeon was in 2D/3D front: warp3dnova, ogles2,
Radeon drivers, etc.
And instead of focusing on problems and improving things further, they start to act strange and replace those
simple commands. And I do not see any action showing that they start to work on new graphics.library of that
sort. For example, instead of for real needs to adding full DMA to graphics drivers, we have DvPlayer updated,
like, there is no Emotion, and like all other DvPlayer "old" issue disappears somehow and there were needs in...
And I not sure that the experience AEon have with software development is enough to make a proper OS. The
kernel developing is fragile, going too slow, ppls inside of AEON even sometimes didn't know what and on what
one work. Steve and co-added to x5000 firmware something for support that damn multicore, which shouldn't be
added pointed by a more experienced developer who was in charge for x5000 firmware (there was a big thread
on morphzone, where Trevor, Mattew, Frank and co shows that they all can't communicate adequate, not all the
time answers mails, don't know what happens, etc. I.e. no professional to coordinate all the stuff).
So I have big fat DOUBT that there can be done something new and proffesional. There just a mess from all
sides.
We only can enjoy what we have. And be it Hermans, or Mattew with Trevor rule the OS4, it in all ways didn't
see good enough.

